A MIGHTY BIG BROOM

Choreo: Lynne Goode and Charlie Burns
        Sawyer Brown - Capitol B-44108
Level: Easy Intermediate

Wait 15 beats

Part A -

[ -- moving left -- ]

2 Clog Over Vine DS-DS-DS-DS-DS-DS-DS-RS
                   L

2 Cross Brushes  DS-D{T_(xif)}-H-DS(X)-DT(xif)-H
                   L R   L R   L R

2 Basic

Repeat Above Right Foot

Part B -

4 Quarter Kicks DS-KICK (turn 1/4 left on each)
                 L    R

2 Single

Part C -

{ forward } { backing up }

2 Triple Kick  DS-DS-DS-KICK-DS-DS-DS-RS  (angle to left)
                L R   L R   R L   L R   LR

Repeat Angle To Right

Part D -

2 Winster     DS-D{T_(xif)}-H-D{T_(xif)}-H-RS
               L R   L R   L R   L RL

2 Basic

2 Heel Walk   HEEL-HEEL(step on heels with toes up)-ROCK-STEP
               L R   L R

2 Basic       Full turn right
2 Heel Walks
2 Basic       Full turn right

Sequence: A-B-C-D-A-B-C-D(first 3 steps only)-A-C-D
          \ /  \\
          Windster-Basic-Heel Walk